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 This scene between Jesus and Pilate is portrayed differently in each gospel. The three 

synoptic gospels, Mark, Matthew and Luke, tend to emphasize Pilate’s reluctance to condemn 

Jesus. They say he only has him executed to appease the crowds. John’s gospel is a little 

different. Here Pilate is portrayed as someone who appears to want to engage Jesus on a 

philosophical level. There’s a sort of bond developed between them.  

 

 But all four tend to downplay Pilate’s responsibility for Jesus’ execution. They all want 

to let the Romans off the hook, I think. But historically that’s not very likely. Rome executed a 

lot of criminals and Pilate was especially brutal. This version of him as a philosopher and 

reflective judge just doesn’t square with every other independent source. The historian Josephus 

is clear that Pilate was ruthless, his only concern was keeping order; justice had nothing to do 

with it. Another Jewish writer from that period named Philo sent complaints to Rome about 

Pilate executing criminals without trials. And in the end Pilate was removed from Judea because 

he was too harsh.  

 

 The gospel writers, though, weren’t really interested in historical accuracy. They wanted 

to paint a picture of who Jesus was in contrast to the powers of the world. Pilate represents the 

world’s power. So, even though a conversation like this one in John’s gospel almost certainly 

never occurred, the attitude Pilate has toward Jesus is accurate. Pilate is mystified by someone 

like Jesus. He sees in him a consummate loser. Why would anyone with the ability to influence 

the masses that Jesus has simply throw all that away? Why let himself be arrested and executed? 

Why not consolidate his power and take control? 

 

 Jesus is a baffling figure to the powers of the world. Pilate exercises what one writer calls 

“right-handed power.” It’s the power of coercion and might. All it knows is the language of 

violence whenever a threat is perceived. It’s the power that sends troops to the border to keep out 

refugees (we’re not the only ones, by the way) or enlists other governments to wage wars on its 

behalf, as Saudi Arabia is doing in Yemen. But the power Jesus represents is the opposite, “left-

handed power.”  

 

 Left-handed power uses compassion and influence to bring about change. It refuses to see 

others as means toward an end but sees each person as an end in herself. That kind of power is 

reflected in words like namaste a Hindi word which means “I bow to the divine in you,” or 

ubuntu, a word in Zulu often translated “I am because we are.” The power Jesus represents is 

interdependent. It transcends the hostilities between nations and people and appeals to the deeper 

humanity we share.  

 

 That’s the truth Jesus testifies to. Pilate represents a lie. The lie that armies and wealth 

and violence determine what’s right. The lie that we are all meant to serve tyrants and despots 

and kings. So when Pilate tries to confer that title on Jesus, he deflects it; it doesn’t mean 

anything to him. Just as a little later when Pilate will try to convince Jesus that he has the power 



of life and death over him, Jesus will practically laugh in his face. Jesus refuses to recognize the 

power Pilate represents.  

 

 And by the refusal the powers of this world are destroyed. Think of it: in 1981, 

Archbishop of El Salvador, Oscar Romero preaches about poverty and calls out the oligarchy 

that ruled El Salvador at the time. He was warned over and over to stop preaching that way, to 

stop calling out the wealthy elite and the government for its abuse of the poor, but he refuses. 

Not because he thinks he’s immune to what they might do to him but because he no longer 

recognizes the authority of right-handed power. He says at one point, “If I’m killed for saying 

these things, I’ll be resurrected in the hearts of the Salvadoran people.” And he is killed. Romero 

was assassinated on Good Friday, 1981 right after preaching mass in the cathedral in San 

Salvador.  

 

 Does that mean he lost? Does that mean the powers in charge were in control? Power 

isn’t about being in control and truth isn’t about being right. The power of sacrifice lets go of 

control and allows God’s Spirit to be revealed. The truth embodied in Jesus rejects the binary 

options of right or wrong to embrace wholeness. And if we are committed to that truth, then we 

can no longer categorize and divide ourselves because of politics or religion or skin color or 

sexual identity or any of the other ways we use to maintain order.  

 

 The powers of this world have little regard for that, I know. Like Pilate they sneer at 

anything that challenges their worldview, that questions their authority. So it’s not easy for us to 

live that way. When we refuse to give in to those in power and insist on holding authorities 

accountable for how they treat people who are powerless or poor, we run into resistance and it 

can feel like maybe we should let it go. But in the end God’s Spirit will prevail. In the end in 

spite of Pilate’s power Jesus is resurrected. Romero lives in the hearts of the Salvadorans. Life 

overcomes death; love overcomes hate; compassion overcomes fear. The point is we can’t give 

up on advocating for those who are poor or homeless or rejected.  

 

 The truth we have in Christ won’t let us. If that truth is to live in us, then we must be 

willing to live for the world.  

 

Amen 


